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Chapter 4

The Propagation of Light:
Transmission
Reflection
Refraction

Macroscopic manifestations of
scattering occurring on atomic level

Huygens’s Principle
Can we predict what happens to a wavefront
when it propagates through a medium?

Huygens’s Principle (1690):
Every point on a propagating wavefront serves as the source of
spherical secondary wavelet of the same frequency propagating at
the same speed.
The wavefront at some later time is the envelope of these wavelets
(interference).
plane wave
spherical wave

Reminder: Light and matter
Absorption
If the electron in atom is in resonance with EM
field, or in QM terms energy of photon is
suitable for electronic transition, light can be
absorbed - energy of photon converted into
higher potential energy of electron.

Elastic scattering:
electrons in atoms are ‘shaked’ by oscillating E field of light accelerated electrons re-emit EM wave at the same frequency as incident light
Light scattered elastically has the same wavelength (frequency) as incident light.
Each atom acts as a point-source of EM radiation. The resulting wave is a
superposition of the initial wave and all waves created by all atoms.
Net effect: the phase velocity of the wave is slower than that in free space.

Light Scattering
Molecule
When light encounters
matter, matter not only reemits light in the forward
direction (leading to
absorption and refractive
index), but it also re-emits
light in all other directions.

Light source

This is called scattering.
Light scattering is everywhere.
All molecules scatter light. Surfaces scatter light. Scattering
causes milk and clouds to be white and water to be blue. It is
the basis of nearly all optical phenomena.
Scattering can be coherent or incoherent.

Scattered spherical waves often
combine to form plane waves.
A plane wave impinging on a surface (that is, lots of very
small closely spaced scatterers!) will produce a reflected
plane wave because all the spherical wavelets interfere
constructively along a flat surface.

Constructive vs. destructive interference;
Coherent vs. incoherent interference
Waves that combine
in phase add up to
relatively high irradiance.

Waves that combine 180°
out of phase cancel out
and yield zero irradiance.

Waves that combine with
lots of different phases
nearly cancel out and
yield very low irradiance.
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Interfering many waves: in phase, out of
phase, or with random phase…
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If we plot the
complex
amplitudes:

Waves adding exactly
out of phase, adding to
zero (coherent
destructive addition)

Waves adding exactly
in phase (coherent
constructive addition)

Waves adding with
random phase,
partially canceling
(incoherent
addition)
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Forward propagation.

At point P the scattered waves are more or
less in-phase:
constructive interference of wavelets
scattered in forward direction.
Note: the scattered (reradiated) field is 1800 out
of phase with the incident beam
True for low and high density substance

Comparison on-axis vs. off-axis light scattering
Forward (on-axis) light
scattering: scattered wavelets
have nonrandom (equal!)
relative phases in the forward
direction.

Off-axis light scattering: scattered
wavelets have random relative
phases in the direction of interest
due to the often random placement of molecular scatterers.

Forward scattering is coherent—
even if the scatterers are randomly
arranged in space.

Path lengths are equal.

Off-axis scattering is incoherent
when the scatterers are randomly
arranged in space.

Path lengths are random.

Scattering and interference: low density matter

(distance between molecules >>)

light

molecules

(Upper atmosphere)

no steady interference,
random phases

Random, widely spaced scatterers emit wavelets that are essentially
independent of each another in all directions except forward.
Laterally scattered light has no interference pattern.

Transmission of light through dense media

(distance between molecules <<)

(Air at STP: 5×106 molecules in a cube
with a side ~500 nm)

Lateral scattering: for any molecule
A there is always another molecule
B distance /2 in lateral direction
that would emit wavelet that is
exactly out of phase with respect to
the one emitted by A:
destructive interference
Little or no light is scattered laterally or backwards in a dense
homogeneous media.
The denser the substance the less light is scattered laterally
Forward scattering: constructive interference

Why can’t we see a light beam?
Unless the light beam is propagating right into your eye or is
scattered into it, you won’t see it. This is true for laser light and
flashlights.
This is due to the facts that air is very sparse (N is relatively
small), air is also not a strong scatterer, and the scattering is
incoherent.
This eye sees almost no light.

This eye is blinded
(don’t try this at home…)
To photograph light beams in laser labs, you need to blow
some smoke into the beam…

Laser show

Scattering from a crystal vs. scattering
from amorphous material (e.g., glass)
A perfect crystal has perfectly regularly spaced scatterers in space.
So the scattering from
inside the crystal cancels
out perfectly in all
directions (except for the
forward and a few other
preferred directions).
Of course, no crystal is perfect, so there is still some scattering,
but usually less than in a material with random structure, like
glass.
There will still be scattering from the surfaces because the air
nearby is different and breaks the symmetry!

Scattering from particles is much
stronger than that from molecules.
They’re bigger, so they scatter more.
For large particles, we must first consider the fine-scale
scattering from the surface microstructure and then integrate
over the larger scale structure.
If the surface isn’t smooth, the scattering is incoherent.
If the surfaces are smooth,
then we use Snell’s Law
and angle-of-incidenceequals-angle-of-reflection.
Then we add up all the
waves resulting from all
the input waves, taking into account their coherence, too.

Scattering: why is the sky blue

1911: Einstein showed theoretically that scattered light intensity is ~4
Blue light (~480 nm) has ~1.3 times higher frequency than red light
(~630 nm) and would scatter ~3 times more efficiently. Sky is blue
and sun looks red at sunset.
Rayleygh scattering: scattering by particles much less than
wavelength of incident light (such as atoms)

Rayleigh scattering is the elastic scattering of light or other
electromagnetic radiation by particles much smaller than the
wavelength of the light.
Rayleigh scattering causes the blue
hue of the daytime sky and the
reddening of the sun at sunset

Mie Theory
Scattering from larger spherical particles is explained by the
Mie theory for arbitrary size parameter x. Mie theory also
defines scattering in small size parameter, but in this case, Mie
theory reduces to Rayleigh approximation.

Transmission and the index of refraction
Index of refraction n = c/v - is light propagating slower?
- But Einstein says photons can only propagate at speed c!
incident primary wave

scattered secondary wave

- An original wave propagates at speed c (red).
- The scatterer has resonance and thus cannot oscillate exactly inphase with the incident E-field - there is phase shift between the
incident beam and the forward-scattered one.
-The observer in forward direction will see only the net field, i.e.
the phase velocity (v) would seem to be slower (or faster) than c
depending on phase shift between incident and scattered wave.
But each of the waves propagates with c!!!
-In the example above the scattered wave (blue) is delayed.

Transmission and the index of refraction
Phase lag/lead changes around resonance
If there is a lag in phase: v < c, n>1
If there is a lead in phase: v > c , n<1

Table of n for different materials:
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